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eardburys is born in response to the latest trends in men’s styles by developing a
line of products that adapt to the most demanding techniques of barbers to create
any styling in hair, beard or mustache. Beardburys is a full concept for barbers, that
offers the most complete product line. Beardburys is a culture! A new way of knowhow
based on the spirit of sharing.

Pomades with different levels of fixation and shine to create hairstyles with great versatility; fixation products to adapt to all styling techniques. Hair care products with wide
variety of shampoos that adapt to their rhythm of life. Products for beard & mustache
based on natural ingredients. New services for barbershops thanks to our sulfate-free,
ammonia-free color shampoos. Discover the best special innovation of the market, Dr.
Bald. A revolutionary line that creates a new category of products: the first specific treatment to care bald heads. Tools, accessories, merchandising material...

Feel the genuine barber style!
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Line for bald heads

Doctor Bald · Shampoo
Purifying shampoo specifically formulated
to clean and care of the scalp. Ultra-gentle
formula, free of sulphates and parabens,
containing natural extracts that soothe and
relax the scalp, providing a depth clean and
the removal of sebum. PATENTED ultra-clean
applicator.
Way of use: apply 3 to 5 dispenser pushes of product directly onto the head. Use the Ultra-clean
applicator to carry out a circular massage. Rinse
with water. Enjoy the experience of a sparkling
clean head.

All the media talk about this: written and digital press, radio, television, blogs!!

Doctor Bald · Lotion
Hydrating cleansing lotion with a fresh and
calming effect. Ultra-gentle paraben-free
formula, containing natural extracts that
soothe and relax the scalp. Suitable for
daily use. PATENTED Ultra·Clean applicator.
Way of use: apply 4 to 8 dispenser pushes
of product directly onto the head. Use the
Ultra-clean applicator to carry out a circular
massage. Dry with a towel. Enjoy the experience of a sparkling clean head.

Hair Care
Ginseng

Thyme
Extract

Refreshing
Mint

100/330/1000ml

Aloe Vera

100/330/1000ml

Tea Tree

Refreshing
Mint

Citrus

100/330/1000ml

Essential
Oils

Refreshing
Mint

Clear Shampoo

Vital Shampoo

Freeze Conditioner

Purifying and calming shampoo that effectively removes excess oils and prevents microbe growth. Gentle formula with extracts
of thyme, mint and ginseng. Respects the pH
balance and reduces itching and irritation.
Clean, glossy, flowing hair.

Anti-dandruff shampoo for sensitive scalps,
with peeling effect. Boosts oxygenation of
the scalp, reduces flaking and fights the micro-organisms that cause dandruff. Formula
with aloe vera, tea tree and mint extracts. For
a fresh, healthy and itch-free scalp.

Refreshing conditioner based on citrus fruits and
essential oils with moisturising and toning action.
Hair is left soft, hydrated and free of frizz. It can
be used after shampooing for a fresh effect and
to boost hydration, or before using Vital anti-dandruff shampoo to allow its humectant action to
prepare the scalp.

Paraben-Free

Thyme
Extract

Refreshing
Mint

Aloe Vera

100/330/1000ml

100/330/1000ml

Caffeine

Oxycell

Refreshing
Mint

Aloe Vera

100/330/1000ml

Vitamin E

Sulfate-Free

Refreshing
Mint

Thyme
Extract

Fresh Shampoo

Densify Shampoo

Daily Shampoo

Shampoo with menthol extract that offers
a refreshing sensation for the scalp. Ideal for
using after doing exercise, also due to its purifying thyme. Its formula, rich in Aloe vera, conditions hair leaving it softer and nourished.
Free from parabens.

Thickening shampoo that helps to stop hair
loss. Its formula is rich in caffeine which activates microcirculation and encourages the
cellular oxygenation of the scalp. Aloe vera
conditions hair leaving it soft and nourished.
Mentholated aroma for a fresh sensation. Free
from parabens.

Soft frequent use shampoo, sulfate- and paraben- free, for maximum scalp care. Antioxidising vitamin E for healthier hair. Mentholated
aroma for a fresh sensation. Contains thyme
to purify and deep clean. Suitable for sensible
scalps.

100/330/1000ml

Corrective
Pigments

3 Essential
Oils

Refreshing
Mint

Thyme
Extract

Grey Shampoo
Shampoo specifically for white and grey hair.
Contains shade-highlighting pigments. Enriched formula with a refined mix of oils, Aloe
vera and thyme to nourish hair and leave it
silky, purifying the scalp.

Hair Pomades
15ml / 100ml

15ml / 100ml

15ml / 100ml

Fiber Paste

Spider Pomade

Matte Pomade

Fibrous paste that gives hair texture and density with a matte finish. Total control, ideal for
short hair and styles with movement.
Application: apply a small amount on the
hand and work it until it becomes transparent.
Apply to dry hair and shape it.

Elastic wax to fix any style for longer and give
hair texture. Semi-matte finish.
Application: apply a small amount on the
hand and work it until it becomes fibers.
Sprinkle on dry hair and let it set.

Authentic barber shop wax with a matte
finish. Medium hold for control with flexibility. Remove it easily with water. It leaves no
residue.
Application: apply a very small amount on the
hand and rub it for a few seconds. Apply to
dry hair and shape it.

Fixation 

Shine 

Fixation 

Shine 

Fixation 

15ml / 100ml

Shine 

15ml / 100ml

15ml / 100ml

Natural Pomade

Strong Pomade

Extra Pomade

The ideal pomade for styling your hair and
giving it a light sheen. Natural effect with medium hold that allows for movement. Remove
it easily with water.
Application: apply a small amount on the
hand and rub it for a few seconds. Apply to
dry hair and shape it.

Create natural, flexible styles or use a comb for
even greater definition. It is water-soluble and
easily removed by washing, leaving no traces
of product.
Application: apply a small amount on the
hand and rub it for a few seconds. Apply to
dry or wet hair and shape it.

Break every rule with the most daring styles:
there are no boundaries. Extremely long-lasting, one application lasts 24 hours. Shine and
natural finish.
Application: apply a small amount on the
hand and rub it for a few seconds. Apply to
dry or wet hair and shape it.

Fixation 

Fixation 

Fixation 

Shine 

Shine 

100ml

Shine 

100ml

100ml

Color Hair Wax - Black

Color Hair Wax - Brown

Color Hair Wax - Grey

Color wax to cover or hide the first signs of
grey hairs. Medium hold. Lasts until hair is
washed. Natural glow. The more quantity, the
more coverage.
Application: apply a small amount on the
hand and rub it for a few seconds. Apply to
dry hair and shape it.

Color wax to cover or hide the first signs of
grey hairs. Medium hold. Lasts until hair is
washed. Natural glow. The more quantity, the
more coverage.
Application: apply a small amount on the
hand and rub it for a few seconds. Apply to
dry hair and shape it.

Color wax to cover or hide the first signs of
grey hairs. Medium hold. Lasts until hair is
washed. Natural glow. The more quantity, the
more coverage.
Application: apply a small amount on the
hand and rub it for a few seconds. Apply to
dry hair and shape it.

Fixation 

Fixation 

Fixation 

Shine 

Shine 

Shine 

Fixation

100ml / 250ml

100ml / 250ml

100ml / 250ml

Dry Wax - Liquid hair wax

Ocean - Sea salt spray

Slight - Styling Cream

Styling tonic with a liquid wax base, ideal for creating looks with a hairdryer or heat tools. It adds
volume and texture so you can create big styles.
Medium to long hold. Non-greasy formula.
Application: apply to wet hair using a comb and
set your style with a hairdryer. Glossy, wet-look
finish. Brush for a natural finish. Reactivate with
water.

Sea salt spray to create tousled styles with a matte finish. Create the easiest surfer look with a
strong hold that will last all day. Ideal for long and
medium-length hair.
Application: spray evenly over hair and shape
your chosen style with your hands.

Styling cream with a light hold and a natural
finish. Adds density and volume to your hair. Its
creamy texture makes it easy to apply. Ideal for
giving body to fine hair and controlling frizz in
curly hair.
Application: spread a small amount over the
hands and apply evenly to dry or wet hair,
then comb through.

Fixation 

Fixation 

Shine 

Shine 

Fixation 

400ml

9gr

Boomer Extra-strong Lacquer

Hover Volumising Powder

Set any hairstyle or create volume and make it
last all day long with ultra-fast drying. It gives
hair a natural finish and protects it from humidity. Light: it won’t flatten or weigh your style
down. It brushes out easily, leaving no residue.
Two sprayers are included to adapt to every
styling technique. No contains c.f.c.
Application: apply to dry hair. Spray in short
pumps from 15 cm away to set sections using
the concentrated sprayer, or apply an all-over
spray from 30 cm away to set the whole hairstyle using the diffuser sprayer.

Volumising and mattifying powder that
allows you to add body and texture to fine
hair and volume to styles, giving immediate
maximum uplift. Matte finish in a gravity-defying effect with natural, flexible hold.
Application: hold down the applicator and
shake evenly over dry hair at a distance of 5cm.
Can be used in combination with other Beardburys styling products.

Fixation 

Shine 

Fixation 

Shine 

Shine 

Beard & Mustache
Vitamin E

150ml

Thyme
Extract

Sulfate-Free

150ml / 500ml

Vitamin E

Thyme
Extract

Refreshing
Mint

Aloe Vera

150ml / 500ml

Vitamin E

Thyme
Extract

Refreshing
Mint

Aloe Vera

Shampoo for Beard & Mustache

Shaving Cream. Anti-irritation

After-Shave Balm

Specific shampoo for cleaning the face and
beard. The sulfate-free formula guarantees
gentle care for a soft beard and protected
skin.
Application: moisten the beard with warm water,
massage with shampoo and rinse abundantly.
Remove moisture and comb before it dries completely.

Shaving cream with anti-irritation effect thanks to
its natural principles that guarantee softness and
maximum hydration. Its extremely creamy texture
facilitates the sliding of the blade or knife.
Application: put a small amount on the brush
and apply on the area to be shaved with circular movements until covering all the hair.

Maximum cooling sensation on the skin after
shaving. Soothing and regenerating balm
with a rich formulation of hyaluronic acid with
antioxidant action.
Application: apply gently on the skin after shaving in circular motions with the fingertips.

Thyme
Extract
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3 Essential
Oils

H AV I N G & B

3 Essential
Oils

Refreshing
Mint

Aloe Vera
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Vitamin E

150ml / 500ml

50ml

Serum for Beard & Mustache

OutlinerEmulsion-PrecisionBalm

Wax for Beard & Mustache

Serum for beard and mustache with a delicate
composition based on essential oils of plants
that provides deep hydration and a softness
of hair.
Application: apply a small amount with the
palms of the hands over the beard and mustache, spreading the product well from top to
bottom.

Transparent precision lotion for visible shaving.
Hydrates and conditions the skin thanks to
the properties of aloe and its combination of
essential oils.
Application: apply to the zone to be trimmed.
Shave and spread the rest of the product with
your fingers. No need to rince.

Soft and durable fixation wax for mustache
and beard. Create all styles and textures without limits.
Application: take a small amount, heat and
mold with the palms of the hands exhaustively until you get the desired texture. Apply
and shape the desired shape with your fingers.

Barber Mask

Blade Comb

The Perfect Beard Comb

Disposable mask that protects the eyes of the
client during the cut of the beard. Light and
soft. Manufactured in cellulose.

Create the most daring hairstyles with this
original vintage style barber’s comb with
Swiss blade design. Automatic opening and
position lock.
Way of use: slide down small button to unlock. Caution: do not open near to face.

Comb for beard. Shape the line of the neck
and cheek of your beard in minutes. Easy, simple and always perfect.
Mode of use: place it on the neck, cheek or
knob line and use a trimmer, a razor or scissors
to trim the beard to the desired shape.

50 uds.

9G
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Discover new
Services in your

Barber Shop.
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Color Shampoo for hair, beard and mustache
Semi-permanent colour with variable coverage in shampoo format. Applicable on
hair, beard and mustache. It covers in just 5 minutes with a natural finish (intense
finish with 10 minutes exposure). No root effect as it gradually disappears with the
washings. Formula free of ammonia and parabens. Easy application. Soft perfume.
Each box includes the color and the activating shampoo.
Available tones: black (2N), gray (9G), dark brown (3N) and light brown (5N).
Application: pour the color into the shampoo bottle, close and shake well. Using
gloves, apply to hair from the roots. Hair should be clean and dry. Leave on for
5-10 minutes, depending on the desired result. After this time, emulsify with your
hands like a shampoo and rinse with plenty of water.
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Fade PRO Professional Clipper

T-Blade Detailer Trimmer

Shaver PRO Professional Shaver

Professional clipper specially designed for
fade-technique styles. Cutting length adjustable from 1 to 3.5mm. Also includes 4 changeable plastic combs of 3, 6, 10 and 13mm. Ease
of use and quickly adjustable clipping lengths
makes them an extremely versatile and essential tool for any barbering technique. Powerful 5500 rpm motor suitable for intensive and
continuous use in barber shops. Their two
stainless steel blades are hypoallergenic and
resistant, with zero gap. Their lithium battery
allows them to work cordlessly for 3 hours
after a full charge (charge time: 3 hours). Weight: 260g. Cable length 1.4m.

Specially designed for precision cutting and
trimming around the face, sideburns and
neck area. Suitable for hair and beards. Its
T-blade allows number 0 cuts and its reduced
size and weight make it extremely easy to
manage and ideal for hair-tattooing. Adjustable cutting length from 0 to 4mm by attaching one of the 3 changeable plastic combs
of 2, 3 and 4 mm. Powerful 5500 rpm motor
suitable for intensive and continuous use in
barber shops. Its two stainless steel blades
are hypoallergenic and resistant. Its lithium
battery allows it to work cordlessly for 1 hour
30 minutes after a full charge (charge time: 3
hours). Weight: 130g. Cable length 1.4m.

Professional shaver for head and facial hair.
Provides a super-close and long-lasting shave
thanks to its double foil: dual-blade assembly
(45°) for greater control and comfort. Ideal for
fade and tapered haircuts. Each foil contains
an ultra-fine blade: the first is a Hitachi blade
for precision (cuts the finest of hair) and the
second blade is for a soft cut. Hypoallergenic
safety guards ensure a smooth cut. Includes
a detachable trimmer for beards. Lithium-ion
batteries with USB charger. 120-minute charge allows for 80 minutes of runtime. Also
works plugged in. Ultra-light: only 95g. For
professional barber use.

Barber Razor - Deluxe Edition

Barber Razor - Eco Safety

Barber Razor - Inox Safety

Made of stainless steel. Its lightness and
ergonomic shape make it the ideal tool for
traditional shaving shaving. It guarantees
hygienic, closer shave and with less irritation
on the skin.
Mode of use: apply shaving cream or outliner
emulsion and shave leaving it to slide, without pressing.

Made of stainless steel. Its lightness and
ergonomic shape make it the ideal tool for
traditional shaving shaving. It guarantees
hygienic, closer shave and with less irritation
on the skin.
Mode of use: apply shaving cream or outliner
emulsion and shave leaving it to slide, without pressing.

Made of stainless steel. Its lightness and ergonomic shape make it the ideal tool for traditional shaving shaving. It guarantees hygienic,
closer shave and with less irritation on the skin.
Stainless steel handle.
Mode of use: apply shaving cream or outliner
emulsion and shave leaving it to slide, without pressing.

Textile
Urban Style Barber Apron
Barber apron from the waist made in denim and
imitation leather. Resistant and flexible. One size
fits with adjustable straps. Easy cleaning. Washable. It has 2 large pockets with splits for combs
and other tools. It has a towel holder and a scissors carrier. Because cosmopolitan and traditional are the keys to success barber.

Gentleman Style Barber Apron

Wild West Style Barber Apron

Barber apron made in denim and imitation leather. Resistant and flexible. One size fits with
adjustable straps that could be removed for easy
cleaning. Washable. It has 3 large pockets with
splits for combs and other tools. It has a towel
holder and a scissors carrier. A touch of elegance
for the most exclusive barber shops.

Barber apron made in denim and imitation
leather. Resistant and flexible. One size fits
with adjustable straps that could be removed
for easy cleaning. Washable. It has 4 small pockets at the top for combs and scissors, a towel
holder and two large pockets at the bottom,
one of them with scissors carriers. A style reminiscent of genuine barbers.

Barber’s Towel

Beardburys Cutting Cape

Pistons Cutting Cape

i·Cape-Cuttingcapewithwindow

Old School style cutting cape made of cotton
and polyester. Extra large size. Impermeable
and made with a special fabric to repel hair.
Adjustable silicone anti-hair closure with
velcro.
Dimensions: 128x148cm

New School style cutting cape made of cotton
and polyester. Extra large size. Impermeable
and made with a special fabric to repel hair.
Adjustable silicone anti-hair closure with
velcro.
Dimensions: 128x148cm

Nylon hair cutting cape, impermeable, made
with a special fabric to repel hair. It includes a
transparent plastic window and a new silicone anti-hair closure with velcro.
Dimensions: 125x150cm

Ultra-absorbent cotton towel, specific for barbershops. Soft touch. Grey color. Easy to wash.
2 sizes available. 80% cotton + 20% polyester.
Big towel: 50x100cm
Small towel: 30x50cm

Exhibitors

Beardburys Wooden Exhibitor

Beardburys Displays

Beardburys Pack x6

Vintage style wooden exhibitor. Stackable modules on the floor or hung. Versatile and decorative. Suitable to all Beardburys’ product lines.
Dimensions: 38 x 29 x 19 cm. (width x height x

Desktop exhibitors for the Beardburys lines.
Available in two models: beard and hair.
Dimensions: 30 x 42 x 12,5 cm. (width x height x

6 Pack of Beardburys products in beer pack
format, ideal to use as an exhibitor or to surprise with a very original gift.
Dimensions: 19,5 x 22 x 13 cm. (width x height x

depth)

depth)

depth)

BeardburysHairwaxesExhibitor
Desktop exhibitor for Beardburys line of hair
waxes and pomades. Available in two formats:
a) Waxes 100ml: capacity for 12 products.
b) Waxes 15ml: capacity for 18 products.

Doctor Bald Exhibitor
Desktop exhibitor for the hair care line for
bald men, Doctor Bald. Capacity to exhibit
13 products.
Dimensions:23,5x38x37cm.(widthxheightxdepth)

Merchandising

Beardburys Coaster

Barber Grip

Beardburys T-Shirt

30 un.

Product Pack - Vanity Case

Beardburys Keychain

Beardburys Candies

100x40 mm / 50x39 mm

Beardburys Silicone Drop

60x46 mm

Beardburys Lapel Pin

Beardburys Patch

Open/Closed Car Plate

@beardburys

Created and distributed by: Carobels Cosmetics, S.L.
Av. Azorín, 79 · 24010 León (Spain) · +34 987 258 183
hola@beardburys.com · www.beardburys.com

